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LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX 21

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Hey QUTies!
Welcome back to the Universe… I don’t know about you,
but I’m still struggling to adjust back into that uni lifestyle
after spending my holidays living it up in Europe. On
the bright side, mid semester break is fast approaching,
meaning I’ll soon be able to spend a week procrastinating
my life away and ignoring my growing pile of assessment.
Speaking of procrastination, this issue of Universe offers
you some great inspo from cooking, bands, games and of
course, our helpful What’s On section. You’ll never run out
of things to distract you from your looming assessment.
So get comfy in that lecture hall I know you’re currently
sitting in, and continue to ignore just how much you paid
to ignore whatever this lecturer is saying.
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PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
Congratulations QUTies:
In semester one our bars were so busy that we drank our
way to the title of Australia’s #1 Uni Bar by sales. When
I first started at QUT the bars were somewhere students
avoided. Two massive renovations later and we’ve now
got one of the largest and most successful university bars
in the country. I’d personally like to thank every student
who has shared a drink with their friends at our bars and
extend a special mention to the Engineering students for
their enthusiastic patronage during exam period.
Between a drink or two we’ve recently completed the
largest data collection in our time and listened to your
thoughts about academic rights. Students have spoken
about their concerns regarding the recently shortened 3
day SWOTVAC period and the instant fail policy. We’re
now taking the fight to the university and calling on QUT
to review these policies – something that the university
has never done.
In the theme of making your exam life easier, our Puppies
& Pancakes event took out the ‘event of the year’ with
hit105 radio calling it exactly that. Scientifically proven
to reduce stress we’ve made animal therapy a regular
fixture of the exam calendar. Who would have thought
that everyone loves free food, puppies and baby farm
animals. In fact it was so well received that our semesterly
puppies and pancakes event gained international media
attention.
In semester two we’re bringing the pieces together to kickstart a co-working space on campus and hosting three
massive back-to-back university Balls. We’ve replaced
the QUT Ball with something a little more generous and a
whole lot cheaper after students unleashed bad feedback
on the event page last year when the Uni attempted a QUT
Ball. Back that up with our other brand new Caboolture
Ball and International Student Ball.
My advice to make the rest of your 2016 at QUT is to
involve yourself in the amazing campus culture that the
Guild works hard to preserve. If you want to expand your
network and make lifelong friends at Uni you won’t do it
by just going to class. We’ve got the biggest number of
clubs and societies we’ve ever had and more events than
ever before. There’s never been a better time to be a
QUT student.
If you’ve ever got any questions about getting involved or
anything to make your life easier grab me at Botanic Bar
for a beer and a chat.

PHIL JOHNSON
2016 QUT GUILD PRESIDENT
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your questions answered
WITH GLENDA GLOBSTON
Dear Glenda

Dear Glenda

I met this girl on Contiki and it was love at 1st…. ok
maybe 6th sight (I had to scope out all my options first).
The problem is she’s from the other side of the world!
I’ve really fallen for her but we just can’t see a future. Do
you think I’ll ever find a love like this again?

I recently made a fool of myself playing ‘never have I
ever.’ When I asked, who had ever squirted or been
squirted on… no one drank. And they laughed when
I told them every girl I’d been with had squirted. Is
squirting not normal?!?

Yours Contiki Love

Yours SQUIRTY

Dear CONTIKI LOVE

Dear SQUIRTY

Boy oh boy. Looks like we’ve got a classic case of
Contiki lust. Often when presented with lesser options
for mating, people will lower their standards and amplify
their feelings. The cure for this is easy. Re-join the real
world and remind yourself of the wider variety on offer.

I hate to break it to you but squirting is very rare. The chances
are most of the time you’ve actually just been peed on…

5 More reasons Botanic Bar is
AUSTRALIA’S #1 STUDENT BAR!
We all know that recently Botanic Bar became the
most successful university bar in the country by
sales. Here’s 5 more reasons we LOVE Botanic Bar!
1. The profits made from the bar go back into providing
SERVICES for students such as microwaves, student
advocacy, food bank programs and free legal service.
Enjoy a beer knowing that you’re helping other students.
2. NETWORKING - you’re constantly being told that to
get a good job you need a good professional network.
Well why not network with future professionals from
every discipline over a game of pool and build that
network before work gets in the way. Drinking at
Botanic Bar is the BEST way to meet people from
other disciplines and expand your network.
3. Botanic Bar is like real life TINDER. No need to
change your tinder settings, our bar is guaranteed
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to be packed full of single students ready to mingle,
and we can guarantee they are all highly educated!
4. Botanic Bar is SAFE. Because it’s on campus it
means there’s no riff raff, like a heavenly oasis free of
the usual tossers you’ll likely meet in the kebab shop
line outside other bars at 3am.
5. You can drop into the bar between class and not
even be late to class! Well we can’t guarantee it but
the location is awfully CONVENIENT!

BOTANIC BAR
Y Block, Level 4. Gardens Point.

f
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HOROSCOPES
Taurus

Gemini

April 20 – May 20
The good news is you made it
through last semester.
The bad news, this semester won’t
turn out so well.

May 21 – June 20
Holidays are over but your mind hasn’t
quite caught up and it won’t for at least
the first half of the semester so say
goodbye to your GPA because it’s
about the go for a long trip down south.

Cancer

Leo

June 21 – July 22
You finally meet someone and
everything is going swimmingly, you
share everything… apparently even
STD’s congrats!

July 23 – August 23
Your partner has at last relented on
their no pets ruling and says can get a
dog for your birthday too bad this new
relent only extends to Nintendo dogs.

Virgo
August 24 – September 22
You get that piece of technology you’ve
been dreaming of months unfortunately
the day after your preliminary insurance
runs out a freak storm also arrives
drowning your new baby.

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

September 23 – October 22
You’re pumped to start the new
job you just scored! Too bad the
day before you’re due to start the
company shuts down…

October 23 – November 21
You can see the light at the end of
the tunnel, one more semester and
then you’re done! Too bad the job
market for your degree is currently in
the toilet… congrats!

November 22 – December 21
You’re feeling pretty fly with your new
tattoo from your trip to Bali. Too bad
a Chinese exchange student informs
you that it says, ‘I have chlamydia’
not ‘live the adventure’... Whoops,

Capricorn

Aquarius

December 22 – January 19
Power to your neighbourhood drops
out just before you submit that first
40% assignment of the semester and
comes back on at 12:01am welcome
to QUT’s instant fail policy my friend.

January 20 – February 18
Your monthly cockblock seems to
be missing in action this month… it
might be time to visit the pharmacy.

Aries
March 21 – April 19
Turns out you really did get more
than your value for money at
that sushi restaurant your friend
recommended as it seems every
order comes with a side of severe
food poisoning.

Pisces
February 19 – March 20
The stars have aligned and it is your
time to shine and by shine I mean
your sweat glands are running on
overtime and you are legitimately
glistening right now.
By Santos
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QUT BANDS

Emily, Reece, Justin, Glenn and Adam together
form The Banter Club, a QUT band dedicated to
making good music and throwing quality bants.
Starting through assessment the band took a
while to find their rhythm and it was only towards
the end of the semester in the absence of a now
past member that they began to see the potential
for more.
“It was almost like the forming of a new band rather than
a new version of the old band, different music, different
vibe,” they said.
Each member brings unique musical style and taste to
the band and their songs, as a result, are a musical fusion.
“We all have very distinct tastes… if you put the five
of them in a blender you wouldn’t think it would make
something nice, but it does,” said Adam.
“You wouldn’t say it’s rock, but you wouldn’t say it’s pop
and you also wouldn’t say it’s indie.
“It’s a nice bastardisation of all three of those,” he said.
The Banter Club had their first gig in April and after
landing it they realised they had just one problem — they
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THE BANTER CLUB

were yet to have a name.
“We didn’t want a super serious band name, we didn’t
want a full joking band name we wanted something
middle ground,” they said.
Initially they took the name ‘Friendly Banter Club’ which
was somewhat of an inside joke involving a certain ex
bandmates initials, however given the new arrangements
in the band they felt it no longer fit. In the end they were
happy with the slight adjustment to ‘The Banter Club’.
“We always had good fun having banter together, we’d
joke around at rehearsal and stuff and that’s when we
wrote good music as well so we like the idea of the banter
still being a part of our band name,” they concluded.
To catch more of the Banter Club follow them on
Facebook.

f
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THE WANDERING LOST

Between banter, random tangents on supporting
local dairy farmers and explosions of passion for
their music it was hard to get a word in edgewise
with The Wandering Lost. The Band made up
of five members Elle lead vocalist, Kat on Bass,
Chris on drums, Blake on lead guitar and Ben on
keys and guitar, are making ground in the music
industry. Starting originally due to the word
every university student dreads hearing… group
assessment; the band has since transformed and
the chemistry they share, as a group is palpable.
Describing their sound Kat sounds strangely as if she’s
quoting power rangers.
“The music is like what all of us are into combined,” said Kat.
“It’s a lot more pop orientated than standard indie rock
and then we’ve got curve balls which are super bluesy,”
Chris continued.
With 700 plus facebook fans the band confessed that
their mums are still their biggest fans, even talking of
including Blake’s small home town, Gayndah, to their ep
tour for his mum’s benefit.

The tour is also tentatively set to include Brisbane, the
Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast, Toowoomba and perhaps
even Byron so keep your ears and eyes peeled.
For The Wandering Lost, writing songs is a collaborative
process and they believe their songs are better for it.
“They wouldn’t be the songs they are if every person
here didn’t take part,” said Ben.
There is one question which the Band often find
themselves asking during this process and that is, “is it
a banger?” paired with some very wiggles esque dance
moves if it is in fact “a banger!”… I’ll just leave you to
picture that.
If you want to hear these ‘bangers’ for yourself check out
one of their upcoming gigs:
Saturday October 8
The Zoo w/ Banter Club, The Gruvs and Ayla
Sunday October 16
Brisbane Powerhouse (Livesparks)

f
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It is Ball Season once again but fear not universe
has got your back with all the tips and tricks you
need to keep those balls from turning blue.
The Dress. Now everyone wants to be looking
stunning in an elegant ball gown, but let’s face it,
your average university student struggles to pay
rent, let alone afford their own Cinderella dress,
lucky for us there is a way around it. Don’t risk
eviction by not paying your rent this month and
instead, raid a friends closet, hire a gown or get retail
savvy and buy a dress for a bargain price at a warehouse
sale (pro tip: after you’ve warn it hire it out and make all
your money and more back).
The shoes. What you need to remember here
is that spending a fortune on some snazzy new
heels will be redundant for two reasons, one
likely hood is the dress will cover them and
two how long are you actually going to
wear them? Because my bet is they will be
thrown off at the first available moment while you
reason to your date that ‘the dress is long! No one
will notice! shhhh!’
Hair and makeup. If you don’t feel confident
in your own abilities pair off with a friend
and help each other out because no
one needs to pay the exuberant
amount it cost to get it done
professionally when the
chances are you’ll go home take
it all off/out and redo it how you
imagined yourself.
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Pretend the preparation for this Ball was
effortless and didn’t take any time at all because
obviously you’re naturally this stunning. Those
outfit dramas are ancient
Boys, now we all know that you have it easy.
You shower, chuck on a suit and tie and tada
the compliments about you scrubbing up well start
rolling in. Here’s a little extra tip, ignore the fact that
your date probably took 15-45 minutes than she said
she would and appreciate the sure to be stunning
look she created because trust me, mention it and
you will be waiting twice that long.

LIFESTYLE

WHO NEEDS A
PROFESSIONAL
ONLINE IDENTITY?
By Ashleigh Dwan
We have all been told to delete that drunken selfie
and tidy up our social media. In fact before even
applying for that dream job we are expected to
take down the harmless sexual innuendos and
remove those graphic tweets. We know full well
potential employers will Google us having been
force fed the importance of our professional
online identities.
In a world full of funny cat videos and inappropriate
hashtags it can be a struggle to decipher what is
or is not considered “professional”. We want to
remain in touch with our audience, sharing popular
memes and witty content, but don’t want to do so
at the risk of losing the job. Having experienced
this struggle, I complied a list of my top tips on
how to stay classy online.

Review Facebook tags.
So you have woken up a little dodgy from last
night’s activities and your head is pounding.
As you roll over your phone is lit up with
a stream of notifications. This indicates the several
embarrassing photos and/or statuses your friends have
kindly tagged you in. It creates a whole lot of problems
not only because your still “friends” with your Mum
and said you couldn’t do the family dinner but because
Michele has decided to share the moment she held your
hair back in the public toilet. Reviewing these tags saves
this embarrassment and gives you some control over
what others can tag you in online. Sure, they can still post
the photo but it won’t be linked to your specific account.

Don’t Snapchat.
When you are in the heat of the moment it
can sound like a great idea to snap a bunch
of 10-second videos, streaming them to
countless close friends. But, whilst this may not affect your
professional identity there is still sufficient unprofessional
content lurking on the Internet. Keeping the snaps to a
minimum when going out will not only remain classy but
also ensure you actually live in the moment rather than
through the eyes of your Rose Gold iPhone 6Plus.

Self-publish.
Although there are many don’ts when it
comes to the World Wide Web there is also
a lot of things budding professionals can do
to get their name out there and enhance their identities.
This can involve the idea of self-publishing through a
blog or website. Uploading your Uni assignments can
be the first step in creating a professional presence, be a
place to voice your opinions and gain a following.
I really hope that at least one of these tips will
ease your professional pain as someone that has
certainly been there and done that. I assure you
there will be professional injustices but at least
you can attempt to control them. Whilst at Uni
there will be plenty of fun experiences to be had
along the way but ensure you post the right ones
online.
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WHAT’S ON

WHAT’S ON AT QUT
SEPTEMBER 1

SEPTEMBER 2

SEPTEMBER 3

QUT MESS
Networking Night
Shadow Lounge,
Eagle street peir

QUT Podiatry
Trivia Night
The Grove Bar, KG Campus

QUT Business Ball
Royal International
Convention Centre
From 6.30pm

SEPTEMBER 16 • botanic bar • REGISTER FOR FREE TICKETS

MoVement x Basenji 2016
National University Tour
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SEPTEMBER 3

SEPTEMBER 9

SEPTEMBER 23

QUT QAAM Anime Screening
and Social Dinner
Room H405, GP Campus
From 5.00pm

QUT Exchange Buddies
Moreton Island Trip
Visit QUTEB on Facebook
for more info

Get Psyched
Psychology Ball
The Landing at Dockside
From 7.30pm

SEPTEMBER 25

OCTOBER 1

OCTOBER 1

QUT NorSK Spring Break
Whitsundays trip
Visit QUT NorSK on Facebook
for more info

QUT Engineering Ball
Transcontinental Hotel
From 7.00pm

QUT School of Design Ball
Queensland Museum &
Sciencentre
From 7.00pm

OCTOBER 1

OCTOBER 8

OCTOBER 22

Medrad Mad Hatter
Ball
Victoria Park Golf Complex
From 7.00pm

QUT Quidditch Yule Ball
Treasury Heritage Hotel
From 6.30pm

QUT School of
Nursing Charity Ball
Cloudland
From 7.00pm

WHAT’S ON

WHAT’S ON BRISBane
ALWAYS ON
1St Sunday Of Every Month

EVERY SUNDAY • 2 - 5PM

3RD SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH

Young Designers Market
Little Stanley St, Southbank
Cost: Free

Sunday Sessions on the Green
River Quay Green
Cost: Free

Sunday Family Laneways
Stones Corner Hotel
Cost: Free

THEATRE AND MUSIC
25 - 26 august

24 August- 8 September

22 SEPTEMBER - 23 OCTOBER

Return of the
Super Girly Pop Princess
Gardens Theatre QUT
Cost: $30 - $44

Queensland Shakespeare
Ensemble presents
Twelfth Night
Parkland Boulevard, Brisbane

Singin’ in the Rain
Lyric Theatre QPAC
Cost: From $75.95

BRISBANE FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS
24 SEPTEMBER
Sunsuper Riverfire
Brisbane River
Cost: Free

3 - 5 SEPTEMBER

3 - 11 SEPTEMBER

The Game (Theatre)
Powerhouse Brisbane
Cost: $31 - $35

You Should be Dancing
Queens Park
Cost: Free

OTHER
27 - 29 AUGUST
Brisbane Valley
Airshow
Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield
Cost: $28 Adult

now - 31 december

august 28

100% Brisbane
Museum of Brisbane
Cost: Free

Bridge To Brisbane
Sir Leo Hielschler Bridge
Cost: $50 = 10km • $37 = 5km
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A TRAVELLER’S GUIDE TO
CONTIKI
By Jenny Archdall
If you don’t have a morning where you shoot out
of bed with less than 15minutes to get your ass on
the bus you’re not doing Contiki right.
Contiki tours, or those of a similar nature are somewhat
of a rite of passage for young Aussie travellers. Everyone
knows someone that has done one, and when you’re
on one, at least 80% of your tour group is guaranteed
to be Australian. I guess this makes it slightly easier to
accept when your tour manager starts with the inevitable
‘Contiki family’ talk... Ok I lied, nothing can make the
terms ‘contiki family’ sound any less cringe worthy than
they are.
Starting my journey on an empty stomach alongside
50 strangers I was uncaffeinated and entirely under
prepared. As it turned out, however, these facts along
with mutual dislike for the overly perky attitude of our
Contiki tour manager so early in the morning led to early
bonding.
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Before long the different personalities of the group began
to emerge and my mental mud map which resembled
something close to the famous mean girls cafeteria map
took form. Personally I found people tended to fit into 6
main categories.
First you’ve got the nameless. You’ll never
really remember these people and they are
essentially a mass of indistinguishable people
that you might share some small talk with but
that’s about where it ends.
Second, the Lads on tour - they’re all about
their bro’s, brands and insta pics; but throw these
guys some good banter to bring them down a
peg and you’ll find they’re not bad company…
as long as you don’t mind waiting for them to get
that perfect model shot.
Third up are couples. As long as you don’t mind
a bit of PDA and they’re not over the top with it
you’ll get on fine with these guys.

LIFESTYLE
Fourth the hated one/s - these are the people
to avoid at all costs. They are perpetually late
to the bus, always have something to complain
about, and they just generally seem to go out of
their way to make everything ten times harder
for everyone.
Fifth, the non Aussies (Kiwi’s excluded) these guys are like the novelty act. They’re
automatically assumed cool because they don’t
have an Australian accent and they get confused
by every second sentence you say because
being around so many Aussies you forget not
everyone knows what a servo, grog, jumper and
even hot chips etc mean. If you plan the couch
surf the world this is who you want to make
friends with.
Six, the jokers - these guys are always
laughing and seem to have never ending wit and
anecdotes. So if you don’t plan on sleeping on
the bus grab a seat near these guys and strap in
for an endless stream of entertainment.

OTHER TIPS AND TRICKS
•

If you don’t want to become a nameless then don’t
be shy. Chat to people. Speak up and make sure
that everyone remembers you, even if it is as the
obnoxiously loud one.

•

Always remember to put sunscreen on your feet
because trust me you don’t want to aquire the
nickname lobster feet for the rest of the trip.

•

Refrain from using the bus toilet where possible .
You don’t want to be know as that arsehole who
personally filled the toilet leaving it unuseable for
days.

•

Remember that when you drunkenly hookup with
that cute guy on your tour you’re going to have to
face them again everyday following, so maybe save
it for the end of the trip or find a cutie from another
contiki.

•

Pack a powerboard! You never know how many
working powerpoints there will be. You’ll probably
find you suddenly have alot of best friends.

•

Make sure you have some looser fitting clothing
because between the alcohol, gelato and carb
loaded bread and pasta, you might be needing it.

•

Be prepared to get your sprint on, because trust me
you’ll need it at least once.

My final tip is to get that liver ready and rest up
because no matter which group you fall into your
liver and yourself won’t stop until the contiki ends.
Happy Travels!

Your Friendly tour guide,
Jenny.
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Ribs and Rumps
Shop 5/55 Railway Terrace, Milton

QUT Gluttony Society Presents

A Day of
Dining IN
Brisbane
PARt 2: NORTHSIDE AND
(MORE) Inner CitY.
Hello again, friends. Your friendly neighbourhood
food club is back at it again with some more eatery
recommendations. In case you missed our debut
article, we at the QUT GluSo took a brief look at a
couple of great food establishments around town.
Let’s be honest, it was also our chance to show
off some of the great deals we offer our members.
Now we’re back with a couple more to share. After
all, the foodie life never stops (until your arteries
betray you, that is).

Ribs and Rumps is a fast-growing chain of restaurants,
with locations spanning from Melbourne, all the way
up to Townsville up north. We here at the GluSo hold a
special place in our hearts for the one in Milton, as they
were one of our first ever sponsors. Now, if you’ve never
been to an R&R, well the name kind of gives it away what
they do: ribs (pork, beef, lamb), and a variety of rumps
and assorted steaks. Naturally, they do a terrific job at
their specialty. But they have so much more to offer:
pasta, chicken parma, wagyu burger... the list goes on,
and there’s a vast assortment of sides and share plates,
too! To top it all off, the wine list is wonderfully extensive,
as is the range of beers, ciders, and spirits. Yes, Ribs &
Rumps do great ribs and rumps, but in our opinion, that’s
only part of the story behind a great dining experience
here. QUT Gluttony Society members can get 20% off
their table, up to the value of a $125 bill. So a cap of $25
off, which is pretty amazing.

Pit Boss American BBQ & Eats
1/190 Enoggera Rd, Newmarket

Beyond Paul Hogan stereotypes, the barbeque is
something of an Australian icon. Cooking up some
snags and onions on the barbie is such a part of the
national identity that it’s even a quintessential part of
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our democratic process; we have websites dedicated to
detailed coverage of election day sausage sizzles. Across
the pond, in America, it’s fair to say that the burger is king
(pun not intended). And Pit Boss offers a range of them,
with fillings ranging from slaw, to mac ‘n’ cheese.
What about these ‘Eats’ the name speaks of? Pulled
pork and pulled beef are arguably one of Pit Boss’
specialties, and aside from being served on their own,
feature in some of the hot dogs and burgers. Of course,
no American-themed venue is complete without buffalo
wings. Even some of their desserts are iconic in the old
U.S. of A, such as the Key lime pie. There’s also a range of
delectable sides, foods, from jalapeno poppers, to deep
fried cheese sticks, and even whole pickles! What do the
nice folks at Pit Boss have to offer QUT Gluttony Society
Members? Show them your QUT GluSo membership
card, the aptly-named Frequent Fryer Card, and they’ll
give you 10% off your purchase!

Fromage The Cow
14 Park Road, Milton

Have you ever had whipped gorgonzola with your
steak? Try it.
Maybe you don’t want a big dinner, and just want to
catch up with some mates, perhaps over a beer and
a bit of bar food. The good news is that Fromage has
you covered there, too. The Orangery at Fromage
offers you a space to enjoy a nice beverage with some
friends, while you might chow down on some parmesan
fries with aioli. But Fromage isn’t finished there; you
don’t even have to enter the premises to get a cheese
experience, as you can order one of their many toasties
straight from their coffee window! Fromage is part shop,
part bar, part restaurant, and part coffee and toastie
takeaway. It’s the food experience you didn’t know you
were missing, it’s new, and it’s also a QUT Gluttony
Society Sponsor. That’s right, 10% off all retail cheeses
for our club members!

Anyway, that’s all for now. We hope semester 2
has some great eats in store for you!
- The QUT Gluttony Society 2015 Executive Team

About the
QUT Gluttony Society (AGAIN):

Photos by pdpr. marketing and creative

We thought that we’d finish off our segment with
‘something different’. Fromage The Cow fits that bill
perfectly. It’s different, it’s new, and it’s like nothing
Brisbane has ever seen before. Fromage is a fromagerie:
it sells cheese (and is Brisbane’s first licensed one). But
that’s not all! Fromage the Cow is also a fine dining
restaurant, where cheese is a key part of every dish.
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The goal of the QUT Society Gluttony Society is
to use the social power of food to help students
meet new people, and help them make some
good memories during their time at uni. To that
end, we’ve done everything from Panyiri group
outings, to picnics and food crawls/tours. For
more information, check out the website for
even more sponsors, hit up our Facebook
Page for announcements, or join in on some
foodie discussion on the Facebook Group. We
even do competitions and giveaways, and are
currently babysitting a $100 Ribs and Rumps
voucher to give away during Semester 2!

f

www.facebook.com/groups/QUTGluttonySociety

CLUBS

QUT
PHYSICS SOCIETY
The QUT Physics Society is a student run club
and is supported by the Science and Physics
Faculty. With the title of ‘Physics Society’ our club
can seem daunting, but we have tried to create
an environment where anyone and everyone
interested in the sciences can quench their
curiosities through the outlets of events and
activities we have available for members.
In the coming semester we plan to continue having more
events for our members, these include Astronomy nights,
Trivia night, Jenga Night, Documentary Screenings and
Coffee with the physicists where members can come
along for a chat and have a coffee on us. We are also
super enthusiastic about using our new Hydrogen Alpha
Solar telescopes on the lawns around QUT.
Simply put, this telescope allows us to safely look at
the sun in high detail, so we can appreciate all its fiery
glory without burning our eyes out. Not so simply put,
this is a telescope with a built in Hydrogen Alpha Solar
filter with a 0.5 angstrom bandpass. Meaning out of all of
the electromagnetic wavelengths that the Sun produces,
only 0.5 angstrom (0.05 Nanometres) of light is able to
pass-through; allowing us to safely view the sun.
Since we have a lot of events planned this semester,
check out our Facebook page or our Orgsync website for
all events and related information. Everyone is welcome
to join at any time by simply signing up for a membership
at any of our events.

f
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QUTphysicsSociety • e qutphyssoc@gmail.com

GENDER AND SEXUALITY

LET’S TALK ABOUT
SEX, BABY!
On the 17th of August, the QUT Guild hosted QUT’s
first Safe Sex Day. This provided students with a
fun, interactive and safe environment to learn
about safe sex practices and an opportunity to
get a quick, confidential STI check on campus! To
continue the theme of Safe Sex, here’s some fast
facts and important information!
Sex is a normal part of life; it can be fun… as long as
you’re safe! If you take the risk of having unprotected
sex, not only could you be harbouring a tiny human, you
could contract a sexually transmitted infection (STI) which
is so not sexy! STIs are common in young Australians
so if you are unfortunate enough to contract one, don’t
feel embarrassed! If you notice any of the following
symptoms, move your booty to the doctors asap.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Unusual discharge;
Pain during sex or urination;
Sores, blisters, ulcers, warts or rashes in the genital area;
Itchiness in the genital area;
Fever or flu-like symptoms;
Lumps and bumps on the genitals.

If you do find any of these symptoms, stay calm, a simple
round of antibiotics can treat most STIs! Obviously,
these are only some of the most common symptoms, if
you find anything that makes you exclaim ‘that shit ain’t
normal!’ Go talk to your doctor asap.

DID YOU KNOW...

Statistics have revealed
that sexually transmitted
infections have increased
significantly over the
last 5 years?
It is predicted that 1 in 7
Australians currently
carry Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV)?
there is
no cure for HIV?

The easiest way to prevent STIs are to simply use barrier
contraception (e.g. condoms) and get STI checks every
12 months after your first sexual encounter and between
partners.
If your heart is starting to race after reading this and you
missed the free checks on campus, luckily for you, the
QUT Guild has partnered with Rapid Clinics to provide
students free, confidential and quick STI testing. You
can visit them at 2 Winn Street, Fortitude Valley. Worried
about going by yourself? Take a friend!

Don’t be silly, wrap your willy! If she’s eager,
protect her beaver!
♥ Your Gender & Sexuality VPs

About RAPID
Whatever your story, RAPID is a safe place
to get tested for HIV and syphilis without any
judgement about your sexual behaviour or
injecting practices. We make testing discreet,
easy and free for everyone.
t 07 3013 5566
a 2 Winn Street, Fortitude Valley
e info@rapid.org.au

www.rapid.org.au
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STUDENT RIGHTS

THE RESULTS ARE IN:
INSTANT FAIL FOR QUT
During the course of this year the Student Rights
team have been asking for student’s opinions and
thoughts on QUT’s academic policy. We understand
the struggles of everyday student life, even when
the university doesn’t. With the continuous trials
and tribulations of university, we asked you, the
students, to raise your concerns, so we can better
defend your rights and represent your opinions.
Well, there is great news… the results are in!
The two most prominent issues that we addressed were
the shortened SWOTVAC period and QUT’s instant fail
policy. With close to 1200 students stepping up to voice
their concerns, we were provided with great insight into
the views and beliefs of our diverse student population.
The survey also provided an environment for students to
shine light onto some of the other issues they face living
as QUT students. Which ranged from tutor competency
through to course/assessment practicality and even
snakes in the GP gardens and much more. So let’s break
down the feedback and peer into QUT’s academic record.
This horror story began back in semester 2, 2014 in the
midst of Brisbane hosting the G20 summit. QUT went
from having ‘classes in lieu of public holidays’ or ‘catch
up’ day and 4 SWOTVAC days prior to exam period, to
two catch up days and only one for SWOTVAC. When
queried, a member of QUT staff responded with “The
QUT community managed well with only one day of
SWOTVAC in 2014”. Using that period to justify the latest
change to only 3 days of SWOTVAC, “This showed
that examinations can be operated in this manner and
there was some positive feedback from academics and
students who were able to commence holidays earlier”.
If that final comment isn’t enough evidence of the
disconnect between QUT and its students, the following
student surveys will be.
The survey results showed that almost 1 in 3 students
were unaware of QUT’s deviation to a 3 day SWOTVAC
with an overall general consensus of 94% of respondents
agreeing that this change does not provide them with the
best chances for success on their exams. With over 4
out of 5 students stating that this change will cause them
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higher anxiety during this period and expressing concerns
whether this will be enough time for exam preparation.
With these sorts of comments, QUT’s form of ‘managing
well’ aptly reminds me of the ‘This is fine’ meme which
depicts a dog sipping coffee in this kitchen saying “This is
fine” whilst his house burns down around him.
Further communications with the uni continued where
the student guild enquired if there was any data the
university had collected on the effects of the SWOTVAC
changes to student success emphasising on the
impact to pass rates, exam attendance and amount of
concession applications for special consideration. To
which QUT replied “The university has not collected
any new data for the purpose of measuring a perceived
impact of SWOTVAC changes”. This sort of action (or
lack thereof) really emphasises the universities inability
to not only connect and understand its students but also
its pluralistic ignorance of the impacts its policy changes
have on them.
The final nail in the coffin came when the blatant
disregard of the opinions of students was brought
up by the Guild and the reasoning why the shortened
SWOTVAC remained. To which they responded it was
more convenient for QUT as it allows them to have

THE RESULTS

1200 voice their concerns
stepping up to take our survey and

STUDENTS

1 in 3 students

were unaware of QUT’s deviation
to a 3 day SWOTVAC

94%

of respondents agree that this change
does not provide them with the
best chances for success on their exams
over 4 out of 5 students stated that this
change will cause them higher anxiety
during this period and expressed concerns
whether this will be enough time for exam
preparation.

STUDENT RIGHTS

their graduation ceremonies earlier in the year. This is
definitely not the response that low income students
want to hear from any educational institution that they
pay to be educated by, let alone one into which they sink
tens of thousands of dollars.
QUT’s late assessment policy (more widely known
as instant fail policy) was introduced during 2013
and implemented January 2014. After QUT realised
the importance of standardising its policy on late
assessment across all faculties. Previously most faculties
would simply deduct a percentage of your mark for
everyday it was overdue however the Creative industries
faculty already had the ‘instant fail policy’. This sort of
inconsistency amongst faculties created a feeling of
unfairness amongst students and frustration for those
studying across multiple faculties. However the approach
the uni decided to take was not so widely appreciated.
It is pretty widely accepted that the ‘cookie cutter’ or
‘one size fits all’ approach to learning and teaching is
considerably fruitless. QUT generally understands
this and therefore incorporates the use of tools such
as decision matrices into its policies. However when it
came to formulating a universal late assessment policy,
it seems the uni actively sought out the least inclusive,
comprehensive and real world option possible. I think t’s
pretty safe to say that most organisations would rather
a late and complete project over one which is partly
finished and on time. Deadlines are important but that’s
not what this policy encourages. It simply perpetrates a
disconnect between QUT and the practices of the “real
world”.
Results from the recent survey showed that over 65%
of students believed this policy was unfair and an
astounding one in every five students were completely
unaware of it altogether. Which is hardly surprising given
that the policy change was only advertised through the
registers email (which we all know gets lost in piles of
spam) and a poorly setup youtube video which can only
be accessed via direct link - which I have attached at the
bottom of this article for your amusement.

A Message from
QUT Guild student rights
In reference to the above article, we have
finally managed to start the conversation with
staff about how students feel about instant
fail. Early August a number of students sat
down with academics from the <learning
and teaching unit> with the goal to formulate
a more inclusive alternative to plug that gap
between failing and special consideration.
With the late assessment policy up for review
towards the end of this year, these sorts of
actions should encourage the university to
acknowledge and hopefully address the flaws
with its current methods.
It was also revealed that one in every ten
students interviewed had been affected by
the instant fail policy. We want to take this
opportunity to inform our readers that one of
the services we offer at the guild is student
advocacy. Whether you are chasing more
information of QUT policies or feel as if you
have been disadvantaged by the university, we
suggest you get in contact with us.

STUDENT RIGHTS HUB
E: WINGMAN@QUTGUILD.COM
P: 1800 WINGMAN • 24/7 HOTLINE: 0421 486 937
WWW.QUTGUILD.COM
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LIFESTYLE

A PICTURE SHOWS
SOMETHING, A PHOTO
TELLS A STORY...
By Gulio Saggin
We live in an unprecedented age of photography, where
there are over 2.5 billion smartphones in the world and
it’s been estimated more photos were taken – and
shared on social media – in 2015 than in the history of
film photography before then.
This ‘smartphone generation’, whether they realise it
or not, are recording history via their images. However,
merely owning a camera, smartphone or otherwise
(even a ‘really good’ camera), doesn’t make someone
a photographer, just as owning a ‘really good’ laptop
doesn’t make someone a writer.
During my time as national photo editor with ABC News
Online I saw many photos taken by the smartphone
generation. A good proportion of them were not-sogood, but only because the photographer didn’t know
any better. I could see they were ‘so close’ and a few
simple tips would have made all the difference.

examples to show this and when ABC reporters viewed
it, they loved it. Others who saw my presentation also
loved it, including journalism students I lectured (QUT
among them). Photography had been translated into a
universal language understood by everyone – the written
word.
And because this language is universal, the techniques
in my presentation – now a book – should be used in
every photo you take, whether it be at a party, on holiday
or walking down the street. After all, a story, visual
or written, is always more interesting than a jumble of
information.

When I joined ABC News Online as photo editor one
of my jobs was to give reporters advice on how to take
photos. I wondered how I could compress 20+ years
experience into a presentation and thought about the
line – ‘a picture shows something, a photo tells a story’. If
a photo did tell a story, then it would have to employ the
same techniques as those used in writing.
I began deconstructing photos and soon realised they
were indeed visual stories structured in the same way as
written stories. Both contained such things as finding an
angle, using exciting copy, adding a human element and
including all the necessary information ... the list went on
and on.
I set about constructing a presentation using visual
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About Giulio Saggin
Giulio Saggin is the former photo editor with
ABC News Online and author of “You, The
Citizen Photographer: Telling Visual Stories.”

www.youthecitizenphotographer.blogspot.com.au

LIFESTYLE

FIND AN ANGLE

All stories have a point – an angle – otherwise it’s a
boring collection of words, written or spoken. We see life
at eye level, so photographers try as much as possible
to find an angle – crouch, sit, stand on something – to
make the point of view more interesting for the viewer. If
you can’t move your subject, move yourself.

HOLDING YOUR CAMERA

Smartphones and other hand held devices are
designed to be held vertically, so people instinctively
turning them around and take a vertical image. Instinct
or not, we live in a horizontal world. We scan the
horizon ‘left to right’ and not ‘up and down’, the same
as a street, a room, a football field, a flood ... the list
goes on. Our TVs and movie screens are horizontal
for a reason. A well-taken photo and a well-written
story are devoid of useless information. Most vertical
images show the relevant visual information in the
centre of the frame, with useless information filling the
top and bottom of the frame.

ADD A HUMAN ELEMENT

News stories have quotes. News photos have people.
We, as humans, are interested when we see other humans. Rain pouring from the sky during a downpour
can look good but someone running through pouring
rain with no umbrella adds interest. We can emphathise
because we have all been there.

USE EXCITING COPY

The best way to get exciting copy into your visual
story is to get your subject doing something. This
usually means getting the hands to do something.
There is nothing worse than seeing hands hanging by
someone’s side. Even hands in pockets or arms folded
is more interesting than hanging by the sides.
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CLUBS

QUT Snowriders
New Zealand
Snow WeeK
By Rob Joseph

Members of QUT Snowriders recently gave up
their pre-semester preparation time to represent
Brisbane’s premier university in the annual New
Zealand Uni Snow Week. As part of nearly 70
students from Australia’s East Coast, our Snowriders
invaded Queenstown for a week of shenanigans,
partying, adventuring and a bit of snow.
Unfortunately the snow gods didn’t hold up their end of
the deal, as the South Island experienced a very slow
start to their snow season this year. Luckily there was
just enough man made snow to shred for the first few
days. The Snowriders crew had a blast on mountains,
with shredders of every skill level having the time of their
lives on the slopes. The community feeling was strong
on the whole trip, with many of the better riders hanging
out and giving tips to the newbies. With a whole bunch
of newfound confidence, some of the beginners decided
to hit the black diamond runs, with hilarious results. As
usual though, the trippers all lent a helping hand, albeit
having a good laugh under their facemasks.
What Queenstown lacked in snow, it made up in topnotch bars and cheap drinks. QUT showed pure class in
all aspects of the week, including smashing the dance
floor and showing our UQ counterparts how to have a
good time. Queenstown’s après-ski scene is fantastic,
and where friendships created on the chairlifts, buses
or dorms were solidified. Fergburger provided all the
sustenance needed on either the slopes or the d-floor,
with the vegetable content of the meals going a long
way in keeping us alive.
On our 2 off days, the team managed to peel themselves
out of our accommodation to go luging and go karting.
Christoph Phillipen, one of our much loved exchange
students, put his German heritage to the test taking
out fastest go karter. The difference in skill was also
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evident on the luge track, where pure carnage ensued
from some of the other Aussie kids. After some harsh
name-calling, and accusations of excessive aggression
behind the wheel, all was forgiven later at the bar over a
drink (I’m still sorry Hannah).
Wednesday meant a live NRL game, but due to the
game playing at nearly 10pm local time, the only logical
solution to pass time was pizza, $10 steins of beer and a
bucking bull. Safe to say a sensible time was had by all.
A nearly 50% split between QLD and NSW uni students
made for an intense game and ever more intense
sledging match. Regardless of result, we all agreed the
NSW team were all grubs.
After all the shredding, luging, bus rides, go karting,
dancing and responsible drinking, the whole crew had
an amazing time. With nearly 70 new mates, at 3am
Saturday morning we all said goodbye. It was one of the
best weeks I’ve ever experienced, with some of the best
people I’ve met, even our new mates from UQ, UNSW and
UOW. Special thanks to the executive team, especially
Lachlan Spedding for captaining the trip. You could write
a book about all the great times we had in NZ, but drop
into one of our next Snowrider socials and you can hear
all about it, or come next year to be part of the radness!
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PROCRASTINATION

PASTA THREE WAYS
Penne Alla Vodka
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 Tbsp. olive oil
1 onion, chopped
1 lb ground beef
1 tsp salt
1 tsp pepper
1 28-ounce can crushed tomatoes
½ cup vodka
½ tsp red chili flakes
½ cup heavy cream
4 cups cooked penne
Parsley and Parmesan to garnish

Heat oil in a large pot over high heat. Cook
onion until translucent. Add beef, salt, and
pepper, cooking until all the moisture
has evaporated and the beef is browned.
Add crushed tomatoes, vodka, and chili
flakes, stirring and cooking until half of the
liquid has evaporated and the sauce has
reduced. Add cream, stirring until evenly
incorporated. Stir in pasta until evenly
coated. Serve with parsley and Parmesan.

Garlic Chicken Primavera
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 Tbsp. olive oil
3 cloves garlic, chopped
2 chicken breasts, thinly sliced
2 cups asparagus, chopped
1 cup cherry tomatoes, halved
1 cup carrots, sliced
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt
4 cups cooked penne
1 cup Parmesan

Heat oil in a large pot over high heat. Cook
garlic and chicken until no pink is showing.
Add asparagus, tomatoes, carrots, salt,
and pepper, cooking for about 2 minutes.
Add pasta and Parmesan, stirring until
cheese is melted and evenly distributed.
Serve!

Spinach Artichoke Penne
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INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 Tbsp. olive oil
5 oz spinach
1 cup artichoke hearts, drained
16 oz cream cheese, softened
1 Tbsp. garlic powder
1 tsp salt
1 tsp pepper
2 cups milk
4 cups cooked penne

Heat oil in a large pot over medium heat.
Add spinach, cooking until wilted, then
add artichoke hearts, cooking for 1 minute.
Next, add cream cheese until melted,
stirring until there are no lumps. Sprinkle
in garlic powder, salt, pepper, and milk,
stirring until smooth. Add pasta and mix
until pasta is evenly coated. Serve!

PROCRASTINATION

SANGRIA FOUR WAYS
Strawberry Lemonade Sangria

BERRY Sangria

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

2 lbs strawberries, sliced
1 bottle white wine
4 cups lemonade
Lemon slices for garnish

1 lemon, sliced
1 cup white rum
2 cups champagne

METHOD

1 cup blackberries
1 cup strawberries, sliced
2 cups lemon-lime soda
3 cups apple juice
Strawberries for garnish

1 cup blueberries
1 bottle red wine
1 cup brandy
2 cups lemon-lime soda

In a large pitcher, combine the strawberries, lemon,
wine, rum, and lemonade. Stir until mixed. Chill for
at least 4 hours. Add the champagne, then serve
with a lemon slice on each glass!

METHOD

RASPBERRY PEACH Sangria

mango pineapple Sangria

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

3 white peaches, sliced
1 bottle rosé
4 cups peach nectar
Peach slices for garnish

METHOD

2 cups raspberries
1 cup white rum
1 cup champagne

In a large pitcher, combine the peaches, raspberries,
rosé, rum, and peach nectar. Stir until mixed. Chill
for at least 4 hours. Add the champagne, then
serve with a peach slice on each glass

In a large pitcher, combine the blackberries,
strawberries, blueberries, red wine, brandy, and
apple juice. Stir until mixed. Chill for at least 4
hours. Add the lemon-lime soda, then serve with a
strawberry on each glass!

2 cups pineapple, diced 3 mangos, diced
1 bottle red wine
1 cup brandy
3 cups pineapple juice
2 cups orange soda
Pineapple wedges for garnish

METHOD

In a large pitcher, combine the pineapples,
mangoes, wine, brandy, and pineapple juice. Stir
until mixed. Chill for at least 4 hours. Add the soda,
then serve with a pineapple wedge on each glass!
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LIFESTYLE

MY FIRST
MONTH
AT QUT
By Julia Hagen

Just over a month ago, I arrived at Brisbane
Airport after 24 hours of traveling from Stockholm,
Sweden. I was by myself, in a country on the other
side of the planet, where I barely knew anyone and
where the people don’t even speak my language.
Trust me, it was overwhelming.
Then Orientation Week started, and just on that Monday I
made so many new friends, both through the orientation
sessions for my Business program, but also through just
talking to people in the clubs and societies that have
stalls on campus during O-week. Everyone I’ve met has
been so welcoming and friendly, and after that first day I
was invited to so many fun events, most of them hosted
or highly supported by the QUT Guild.
Being new to Brisbane, I decided I would go to every
QUT Guild event I possibly could, and it was by far the
best decision I made. This has been a great way to meet
new people and made it very easy to make friends, but
these events have also let me do and try things I’ve never
done before. For example, I was invited to play Croquet,
which I had never even heard of before so that was a
really fun thing to try and a great event overall. That was
one of the first events I went to, and there I made more
friends who consecutively invited me to more events.
I’ve been to a QUT Accountancy Students Association
event even though I’m not studying accounting and
several other events including a Boat Party which was
definitely one of the biggest highlights of my first month
here at QUT. I also not only attended but was a group
leader for the NorSK Pub Crawl, which is the biggest pub
crawl in Brisbane. Last but not least I’ve been invited to
countless different events held at our great Botanic Bar.
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The fact that I was asked to help out with the pub crawl
really is a good example of how welcoming and inclusive
the people here are and also shows how easy it is to get
involved with all the fun that’s happening here at QUT.
I am really grateful for all these opportunities to meet new
people and for all the great times I’ve had only during
my very first month here. Making new friends at uni has
been so much easier and more fun than I thought it
would be. My first month at QUT has by far exceeded my
expectations, and I’m really looking forward to spending
three years of my life here in this beautiful city, at this
great university, with all the fantastic people that I have
met and have yet to meet.

PROCRASTINATION
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14 S E P

TH E TAV, CU RTI N U N IVE R S IT Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WA

15 S E P

TH E R E D ROOM , U N IVE R S IT Y OF Q LD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Q LD

1 6 S E P TH E BOTAN IC BAR , Q LD U N IVE R S IT Y OF TECH . . Q LD
20 S E P S I R J OH N ’ S BAR , MONA S H U N IVE R S IT Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . VIC
21 S E P TH E BA S E M E NT, UTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NSW
2 2 S E P MAN N I N G BAR , SYDN E Y U N IVE R S IT Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NSW
2 3 S E P HAW THOR N HOTE L , SWI N B U R N E U N IVE R S IT Y. . . VIC
R EG I STE R

FO R

YO U R

F R E E

TI CK ETS

WITH

YO U R

LOCAL

U N I

N OW

